A probabilistic functional atlas of the human subthalamic nucleus.
This paper introduces a method for generation and validation of a probabilistic functional brain atlas of subcortical structures from electrophysiological and neuroimaging data. The method contains three major steps: (1) acquisition of pre, intra, and postoperative multimodal data; (2) selection of an accurate data set for atlas generation; and (3) generation of the atlas from the selected data set. The method is applied to construct the probabilistic functional atlas of the human subthalamic nucleus (STN). The STN atlas has been built from data collected during surgical treatment of 184 patients with Parkinson's disease. It is based on preoperative X-ray ventriculography imaging, intraoperative electrophysiological measurements and X-ray imaging, and postoperative neurological assessment. The atlas features a high resolution of 0.25 mm(3) and a high accuracy of 0.25 mm. It is dynamic and can be rapidly recalculated for arbitrary resolution and extended by adding new patient data. The atlas can easily be reformatted and warped to match patient-specific data. Its applications include planning of subthalamic stimulations and neuroscience research to study functional properties of the STN. The presented method is general and can be applied for constructing human and animal probabilistic brain atlases.